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that fell from it were the wavering tremors that passed over it,
not convulsing it or distorting it, but just crossing it, like ripples
crossing dusky water, that No-man couldn't beat back the
impression that the words that reached him came through,
rather than from, that dusky physiognomy.
"Now for it!" thought Dud. "Now for the grand conjuring
trick of the great Illusionist!"
"I'd have you to know," continued this fluctuating visage, on
which the sun fell so disconcertingly, "that there's not a super-
natural Being ever worshipped, or, if you like, ever 'invented/
by our unhappy race, who does not keep on incarnating Itself,
as the ages proceed. I had always guessed that what the ancients
called 'the Mysteries' had their parallel in Welsh tradition,
but it wasn't till I learnt to read the old Welsh books that I
came on the track of a whole cycle of ancient gods, connected in
one way and other with "the Mysteries,' that's to say with the
worship of the great goddess Carridwen."
Dud, feeling himself all bone and stone in his sullen incredu-
lity, drew in his breath at this point with a derisive sound.
"Good Lord!" he thought, "this is worse than I expected!"
and his mind with one swift rush went off to Claudius acquiring
merit in his coal-yard. "IVe been unfair to you, you poor old
beggar/* he thought. "When we come to Carridwen it does
seem about time to listen to the airplanes!"
At this moment, however, it was the shrill sound of a lark,
not of an airplane, that kept up a protesting orchestration to
Uryen's illusions.
It was not only the air-quiverings of the lark that emphasized
for our friend at this moment what seemed to him the shocking
grotesqueness of his father's talk. The amorous absorption of a
pair of white butterflies, coupled in love and fluttering helplessly
among the grass-stalks, struck him as bearing yet another wit-
ness to the irrelevance of his Father's fantasies. Lark-wings
and butterfly-wings seemed to join with the sunshine in outlawing
such monstrous conceptions.
"From my boyhood, lad," the man continued, in a low sad
voice, "I've had a queer notion of my own. I've felt for some
unknown reason that I was born to bear—well! not exactly
'the sins of the world/ but the terrible pressure of that hurt
of the soul when it struggles to break through."
"To break through?" echoed Dud feebly.

